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For many years, security on the Internet has been a rapidly escalating arms race between automated malware (worms, viruses, and web) and commercial security product updates that detect and block attacks. Vendors no longer have the luxury of time in preparing fixes for these newly propagated threats. What is worse, advances in phishing, pharming, and other attacks that blend automated threats with social engineering have forced security professionals to search for yet another set of signatures and firewall features that will prove effective.

The CERT® Program has been involved in this arms race at many levels, from analysis of vulnerabilities and malware to shared resolution of vendor problems across competitors. We have trained system administrators to be more knowledgeable, helped large enterprises evaluate their security improvement processes, and assisted system professionals in understanding the traffic on their networks. The CERT web site (http://www.cert.org) provides details on these activities and many others related to this work.

CERT researchers are looking beyond these current approaches toward a next-generation approach to security engineering. Our driving vision is a networked world in which software and systems can be understood far better and faster than is possible today, not only as they typically behave but how they always behave. In this view of the future, system responses to attacks, accidents, and failures are simply modes of their programmed behavior, modes that must be more thoroughly designed and analyzed than is practical with today’s traditional methods. Next-generation security engineering will require automated support for this new level of behavior analysis. CERT projects on function extraction and secure coding, for example, help build a more complete understanding of how systems will behave before they are delivered. Similarly, automation for analyzing malicious code will speed the development of effective countermeasures.

Beyond today’s world, we visualize software in new generations of ubiquitous computing and communication products, many of which we will not immediately recognize as networked computers. Cell phones provide a glimpse into this developing world by placing in our hands a combined audio-visual communications device, network browser, secure purchasing agent, geographic locator, gaming and entertainment system, and trusted wallet. We will see similar capabilities in cars, homes, offices, and more systems unimaginable today. All will be enabled by software and, in our vision, all will be subject to a full understanding of their behavior as a basis for engineering security into their operational features.
While system components will become smaller and more ubiquitous, systems themselves will become larger and more complex through integration and interconnection. Large-scale systems will continue to evolve and become ever more essential to modern society. In these systems, it is not only important to know the behavior of individual components but also of the assembled systems as whole entities. The CERT Research group is also focused on the integrated enterprise and (larger) environments of tomorrow. Our goal is to ensure that as these systems grow we approach a securely connected world, not untrustworthy networks of untrustworthy applications.

The vision is clear, but the path to achieving it is full of challenges. The research performed at CERT must take advantage of the most advanced theory and practice available, yet be flexible and adaptable in addressing a rapidly changing set of problems and constraints in the real world. These challenges have led to formation of the CERT Security Technology Automation and Research Laboratory (STAR*Lab), a new software development laboratory that will move concepts from theory to application to practice in a rapid and integrated approach. STAR*Lab researchers are dedicated to making a difference in the networked environments of the future through development of theory-based security engineering tools, not just through studies and publications that stop short of implemented solutions.

For CERT Research, 2006 will be a year of change as we focus on the problems in the computing environments of our customers and collaborators while maintaining the rigorous research approaches embraced by our scientists. This report begins to chronicle this change, and we hope you will find the results of our work as exciting as we find the journey.
CERT concentrates on the technical basis for identifying and preventing security flaws and for preserving essential services if a system is penetrated and compromised, and provides guidance to help organizations improve the security of networked computer systems. Our agenda consists of three elements: research, technology development, and technology transfer.

In our research activities, we aim to replace informal methods with precise software, security, and survivability engineering. In our technology development work, we create software, security, and survivability standards, technologies, and automation. In technology transfer, we attempt to incorporate results into key acquisition and development projects.

While all of these elements are necessary to achieve success, the focus of this report is on CERT’s research work. Our research agenda is driven by the need to develop theoretical foundations and engineering methods to ensure the security and survivability of critical systems. We believe the projects described in this report are necessary elements in support of this agenda. We provide brief abstracts for our major research projects, followed by more detailed descriptions of the projects.
Executive Summary

LEVANT  The LEVANT (Levels of Anonymity and Traceability) project is addressing the engineering challenge of balancing the apparently conflicting needs of privacy and security with respect to the traceability of cyber attacks. LEVANT researchers are investigating the feasibility of a disciplined engineering design of Internet protocols (in the context of key policy issues) to allow optimal, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity to be made on the basis of specific mission requirements.

Scan Detection Using Bayesian Methods  Given that scans are an indicator of malicious activity, it is important that they be detected as part of an overall security strategy. This project deals with the detection of a scan when only unidirectional flow-level information is available and the internal configuration of the network is not known. These restrictions represent the operating conditions present on many large networks, such as those at ISPs and large organizations. Project researchers have developed the first system that, as opposed to simple thresholding approaches, actually models scans in this restrictive environment. The model, based on a combination of expert opinion and data analysis, uses multiple metrics in order to prevent adversaries from easily avoiding detection by adjusting their scan parameters to below a given threshold.

Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE)  It is well recognized in industry that requirements engineering is critical to the success of any major development project. Security requirements, however, tend to be developed independently of the rest of the requirements engineering activity. As a result, security requirements that are specific to the system and that provide for protection of essential services and assets are often neglected.

Through the SQUARE Project, CERT research has developed an end-to-end process for security requirements engineering. The SQUARE methodology generates a final deliverable of categorized and prioritized security requirements. The methodology has been enhanced and refined through application in case studies, and CERT researchers are working toward creating a CASE tool to support each of its stages.
STAR*Lab is an internal software development laboratory that CERT has established to create theory-based prototype automation that provides operational solutions to challenge problems in security and software engineering. STAR*Lab currently has two projects underway, Function Extraction for Malicious Code and Computational Security Attributes, and four potential projects, Automated Structuring for Understanding Legacy Systems, Automated Correctness Verification for Developing Reliable Software, Automated Component Composition for Developing Reliable Systems, and Flow-Service-Quality Engineering.

Because malicious code employs increasingly sophisticated intrusion strategies, analysts must understand all possible behaviors of the code in order to develop effective responses. While modern software engineering tools such as model checkers and testing and analysis tools provide useful information for specific cases of behavior, what is needed is an “all cases of behavior” view of what malicious code does. To help address this need, CERT is conducting research and development on the emerging technology of function extraction (FX). The goal of this project is to develop a system that computes the behavior of malicious code expressed in Intel assembly language, to help security analysts to quickly determine intruder objectives and strategies.

In the current state of practice, security properties of software systems are assessed through error-prone, labor-intensive human evaluation. The result is imprecise and a priori assertions that can be of limited value in the dynamics of system operation in threat environments where security attributes can change quickly. This project focuses on automated analysis of security properties, with the ultimate goal of providing foundations to help transform security engineering into a theory-based computational discipline.

The difficulty of maintaining and understanding legacy systems is often compounded by the unstructured, spaghetti-logic nature of the code. However, a well-structured program can be correctly understood as a composition of parts, each of which can be understood on its own. Legacy systems, compiled and optimized code, and intentionally obfuscated code often lack such structure, making it extremely difficult to understand their true control flow and functionality. The objective of this project is to create engineering systems for transforming the complex, arbitrary control flow of programs into function-equivalent structured form for improved understanding and analysis.
In the current state of practice in software engineering, no practical means exists for automated, large-scale correctness verification of software with respect to intended behavior. As a result, much time and energy is devoted to inspection and testing activities that can provide only limited evidence of correctness. The objective of this project is to develop a proof-of-concept prototype of a function verification system that will analyze the correctness of programs.

Modern systems are characterized by large-scale heterogeneous networks with many components that must be correctly integrated to achieve mission objectives. It is often the case that the components are complex systems in their own right and must be dynamically combined to provide end-to-end capabilities. System integration today is a complex, labor-intensive process that can take months or even years for large systems. The objective of this project is to develop a proof-of-concept prototype of a component composition system that will automatically determine the net effect of combining components in network architectures.

FSQ engineering provides foundations for mastering complexity and improving survivability in analysis and development of large-scale, network-centric systems. The FSQ project is defining rigorous engineering methods for developing complex systems that are characterized by shifting boundaries and users, uncertain functionality and security of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, extensive asynchronous operations, unpredictable failures and compromises, and lack of visibility and control. Flow structures, a key element of FSQ engineering, help maintain intellectual control over complex system development.

Threat dynamics is the study of the impact of an organization’s threat environment on the ability of the organization to achieve its mission objectives. This project develops methods and tools that help model and analyze an organization’s threat dynamics and improve the organization’s security, survivability, and resiliency in light of those dynamics. The project’s focus in 2005 was to apply the threat dynamics framework to the study of insider threat.
Existing Internet protocols were never engineered for today’s Internet, where the trustworthiness of users cannot be assumed and where high-stakes mission-critical applications increasingly reside. Malicious users exploit the severe weakness in existing Internet protocols to achieve anonymity and use that anonymity as a safe haven from which to launch repeated attacks on their victims. Hence, service providers and other victims of cyber attack want and need traceability for accountability, redress, and deterrence. Unfortunately, our current track-and-trace capability is limited in the extreme by the existing protocol and infrastructure design and requires a major re-engineering effort from both technical and policy perspectives, as described in an SEI special report sponsored by the U.S. State Department [1]. On the other hand, Internet users (both individuals and organizations) often want or need anonymity for a variety of legitimate reasons. The engineering challenge is to balance the apparently conflicting needs of privacy and security.

Traceability and anonymity are attributes that are central to the security and survivability of mission-critical systems. We believe that principled, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity are pivotal to the future viability of the Internet. However, such tradeoffs are rarely explicitly made, the current capability to make such tradeoffs is extremely limited, and the tradeoffs between these attributes have occurred on an ad hoc basis at best. The LEVANT (Levels of Anonymity and Traceability) project is developing the foundations for a disciplined engineering design of Internet protocols (in the context of key policy issues) to allow dynamic, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity to be made on the basis of specific mission requirements. We see this project as a first step toward the development of a discipline of Internet engineering, which would translate traditional design and engineering processes, such as thorough requirements gathering and attribute tradeoff analyses, into the unique context of the Internet environment and its associated security and survivability risks [2].

In any Internet transaction, trust ultimately depends not on IP addresses but on particular relationships among individuals and their roles within organizations and groups (which may be economic, political, educational, or social). Trust cannot be established while maintaining total anonymity of the actors involved. It goes without saying that there is a great need for privacy on the Internet, and it must be carefully guarded. However, trust and privacy tradeoffs are a normal part of human social, political, and economic interactions, and such tradeoffs can be resolved in a number of venues, such as in the marketplace. Consider...
the telephone system, in particular the caller identification (caller ID) feature, which displays the phone number, and often the name, associated with incoming calls. Caller ID is a feature for which many customers are willing to pay extra in return for the privacy benefits associated with having some idea of who is calling before answering a call. However, callers are sometimes given the option of being anonymous (i.e., not identifiable by the caller ID feature) by default or on a call-by-call basis. To more fully protect their privacy, the caller ID customer can choose to block all incoming calls from anonymous callers. The anonymous caller is notified of this fact by an automated message. For callers that pre-arrange with their phone company to be anonymous by default, the only way to complete the call is to enter a key sequence to remove the anonymity for that particular call and to redial. Customers that achieve anonymity on a call-by-call basis (by entering a specific key sequence) can choose to redial without entering the key sequence that denotes anonymity. This choice is a form of negotiation between the caller and the intended recipient of the call, and it is a tradeoff between anonymity and trust that is supported by the technology of caller ID and the marketplace. There is no government mandate that all calls must be anonymous or that no calls are allowed to be anonymous. The individual caller chooses whether or not to relinquish anonymity (or some degree of privacy) in exchange for the perceived value of completing the call by increasing the degree of trust as seen by the recipient.

One can envision next-generation Internet protocols supporting this kind of marketplace negotiation of trust versus privacy tradeoffs. For example, we are exploring the possibility of third-party certifying authorities, which would serve as brokers of trust. These certifying authorities would provide mechanisms whereby packets would be cryptographically signed with very fine-grained authentication credentials of the sender. This is not the same as having an individual digitally sign a message, as a digitally signed message may be too coarse-grained for a particular scenario and may reveal too much. Another capability might be the escrowing, by these certifying authorities, of complete identifying information for a specified period of time, to be revealed in the event that one or more of a user’s packets have been identified as participating in a confirmed attack.

We are investigating the fundamental concepts necessary to inform the design of Internet protocols that support dynamic, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity in a manner that satisfies the security, survivability, and anonymity (or privacy) requirements of the protocols’ users. Our goal is to pro-
vide an exemplar for the application of principled software and systems engineering practices in the unique context of the Internet. A key part of this process is our exploration of alternative designs for new Internet protocols that allow the originator and the recipient of an Internet transaction or service to negotiate what levels of traceability and anonymity to accept.

In order to design and evaluate Internet protocols that support negotiated tradeoffs between anonymity and traceability, we need some way to quantify and measure levels of anonymity and traceability. The concept of $k$-anonymity provides some useful theoretical underpinnings.

We say that a user is $k$-anonymous in a network context if the user is only traceable to a set of measure $k$, where this could mean either a set of size $k$ or a set of radius $k$ in the topological sense of the network (as shown in Figure 1). Our goal is to explore the design of Internet protocols that assure traceability, but only to a group of $k$ actors. Latanya Sweeney originally defined the notion of $k$-anonymity in the privacy context for medical patient data [3].

Effective anonymity and traceability tradeoffs require an in-depth understanding of the specific goals of users and service providers. User goals may differ on a case-by-case basis. Some examples:

- User may want to hide its location and identity entirely (large $k$).
- User may want to hide its location somewhat (e.g., reveal the city but not street address).
- User may want to hide its location but not its identity.

![Figure 1: Examples of $k$-anonymity](image)

**Meaning of $k$-anonymity**

**User and Service Provider Goals**
Similarly, service providers may have different goals and/or requirements. Some examples:

- Provider may want to know both user’s location and identity.
- Provider may want to know user’s location somewhat.
- Provider may want to know user’s identity but does not care about user’s location.

It is important to note that the value of anonymity and traceability tradeoffs extends well beyond the relationships among individual users and service providers. The ability to explicitly make such tradeoffs can provide essential support for organizations engaged in a complex mix of collaborative and competitive (adversarial) relationships. Consider the scenario below.

**LEVANT Scenario**

Assume that a number of organizations collaborate to build a shared (highly distributed) knowledgebase that is more comprehensive and of higher quality than each could build on its own. This knowledgebase provides a significant competitive advantage for the collaborators over other organizations that are not participating in this effort.

Although the participating organizations collaborate on some projects, they are competitors in other areas. Each may use the knowledgebase to further its own strategies, tactical decisions, and so forth. Hence, each participating organization wants traceability in the event that the availability, integrity, or confidentiality of the knowledgebase is compromised or threatened and to ensure that no external organizations get access to the data. Yet each organization wants its own members to be able to query the knowledgebase without revealing to the other collaborators (or, of course, to any outsider) the source of any query being made by that organization. LEVANT technology would provide network level protocol support for the traceability and anonymity tradeoffs that the collaborating organizations agree on, helping ensure the success of their cooperative and individual missions.

Some additional information on the LEVANT project is available in a summary report on SEI independent research and development projects [4].

**Benefits**

In this era of open, highly distributed, complex systems, vulnerabilities abound and adequate security, using defensive measures alone, can never be guaranteed. As with all other aspects of crime and conflict, deterrence plays an essential role in protecting society. Hence, the ability to track and trace attackers is crucial,
because in an environment of total anonymity, deterrence is impossible and an attacker can endlessly experiment with countless attack strategies and techniques until success is achieved. The ability to accurately and precisely assign responsibility for cyber attacks to entities or individuals (or to interrupt attacks in progress) would allow society’s legal, political, and economic mechanisms to work both domestically and internationally to deter future attacks and motivate evolutionary improvements in relevant laws, treaties, policies, and engineering technology. On the other hand, there are many legal, political, economic, and social contexts in which some protection of anonymity or privacy is essential. Without some degree of anonymity or privacy, individuals or entities whose cooperation is vitally needed may not fully participate (or participate at all) in the use or operation of systems that support the critical functions of the global information society.

Hence, traceability and anonymity are attributes that are central to the security and survivability of mission-critical systems. The LEVANT project is exploring the essential engineering and policy issues associated with traceability and anonymity tradeoffs. A primary objective is to design Internet protocols that allow dynamic, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity to be made on the basis of the specific mission requirements of the protocols’ users. An ultimate benefit of these new Internet protocols will be dramatically improved security and traceability for mission-critical applications and infrastructures, along with strong privacy and anonymity protection for legitimate users that act either as individuals or within specific organizational roles.

Only very limited funding was available for the LEVANT project in FY2005, so much of the principal investigators’ time was redirected to other CERT efforts. Albeit at a reduced pace, we continued our work towards establishing a solid theoretical foundation on which to base principled engineering tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity. Progress includes some further work on a conceptual model that helps clarify the relationships between anonymity and traceability. We expect the model to continue to evolve into a foundation for understanding and expressing the full range of engineering requirements for the design of Internet protocols that support attribute tradeoffs and negotiations, as well as help us to generate examples of specific user requirements for anonymity and traceability that must be satisfied for particular applications, systems, or missions. One of the key engineering requirements for the design of such protocols is that they
effectively support anonymity–traceability tradeoff negotiations between service providers and their clients. There are strong security and survivability themes in this research, both in the engineering tradeoffs being explored for protocol design and in the policy issues relating to the design and use of protocols that support levels of anonymity and traceability for individual actors and for organizations.

A highlight of FY2005 is that the principal investigators authored a successful research proposal for project-level CyLab funding for FY2006. The CyLab award goes beyond earlier graduate-level “seed” funding and will directly support the principal investigators’ work on the LEVANT project for FY2006.

2006 Plans

With renewed and expanded CyLab funding, the project has resumed its fully active status in FY2006. One or more technical reports or papers describing our research results are planned for this fiscal year, along with additional research to further develop the conceptual model on which the anonymity and traceability tradeoff protocols will be based. We will also continue to explore several of the economic and public policy issues relevant to this research area.
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It is widely believed that, before attacking an organization’s computer systems, an adversary will often perform a scan to determine potential weaknesses in his target. This premise was examined by Panjwani et al. [1], who found that 50% of directed attacks were preceded by a vulnerability scan, while much of the remainder consisted of having a scan and the attack bundled as a single activity (such as is observed in worms, for example). Given that scans are an indicator of malicious activity, it is therefore important that scans be detected as part of an overall security strategy.

Scans are a reconnaissance technique that is aimed at multiple targets. While there are many different forms of scans (for example, based on the protocol used and how that protocol might be abused), they all share the commonality of attempting to gain information about a service or set of services on one or more hosts. The pattern formed by the targets being scanned is known as a scan footprint, with the three most common footprints being a horizontal scan (one service across multiple hosts), strobe scan (multiple services across multiple hosts) and vertical scan (multiple services on a single host). The footprint of a scan can be used by a defender to determine the true targets of an adversary and what services they might potentially exploit.

Several methods have been developed to detect scans. One of the most effective approaches is that of Jung et al. [2], who, as a source initiates new connections, use sequential hypothesis testing to determine if the source is indeed performing a scan. The key indicator that a scan is being performed is that the source is attempting to access a host that does not exist. This approach has been incorporated into Bro [3], a commonly used open source intrusion detection system. However, this approach requires either the ability to observe both sides of a conversation (in order to determine if there is a response, or if the destination host does not exist) or an oracle that can be used to determine if the source is contacting a known host. There are other approaches that do not have this limitation, but they require packet-level information and are not as effective.

The problem we have addressed here is the detection of a scan given that only unidirectional flow-level information is available and the internal configuration of the network is not known. These restrictions represent the operating conditions present on many large networks, such as those at ISPs and large organizations.
Given that scans consist of multiple communication attempts from a single source, we approached detecting scans by first grouping all communications by source IP address and then analyzing each group as a separate event. We proceeded to take a statistical approach to analyzing the events, which incorporated expert opinion.

Given that each event (all communications from a single source IP address within some period of time) can be thought of as having a binary property—either it contains a scan or it does not—a logistic regression approach was used to determine the probability that a given event contained a scan. For TCP scans, 21 variables were identified as potentially indicating whether a scan was present, and so these 21 variables were initially used in the model.

Events were extracted for three different time periods, with each time period being used for a different phase—elicitation, training, or testing. For both the elicitation and training phases, the events that represented the most extreme behaviors were identified, using 100 events for the elicitation phase and 200 events for the training phase. The values for the 21 variables were extracted from the elicitation data, and these were provided to an expert for analysis. Using just this information, the expert provided a probability that the event contained a scan. This information was used to generate a prior distribution for the coefficients for each variable in the logistic regression model [4]. The events in the training set were then analyzed by the expert, using the flow data rather than the values for the variables, for the presence of scans. The resulting data was used to generate a logistic regression model whose coefficients were also influenced by the priors obtained in the elicitation phase. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [5] was then applied to the model to reduce the number of variables to just those that contribute significantly to the detection of a scan given an event. The result was a reduced model consisting of six variables.

Three hundred events were randomly sampled from the time period reserved for testing, and each event was manually analyzed by an expert for the presence of port scans. The values for the six variables for each event were also calculated and provided to the logistic regression model, comparing the results to the expert analysis. Given the 300 events, there were only 22 scans and 278 non-scans. Of these, the model correctly recognized 21 scans and 277 non-scans, resulting in a detection rate of 95.5% and a false positive rate of 0.4%, using the conditional probabilities as defined by Axelsson for these calculations [6]. This approach was then repeated for both UDP and ICMP scans, with similar results.
This is the first system that uses metrics, rather than simple thresholding, to detect the presence of a port scan given only unidirectional flow-level network traffic. The system can be deployed to recognize port scans on large networks, such as those at the ISP level.

There are two primary benefits that can be obtained from deploying this system:

1. The scan information can be saved to a database for later processing. In particular, this data can be used to determine changes in scanning trends that potentially indicate the presence of new vulnerabilities or exploits. Additionally, the data can be used to determine key targets by observing vertical scans or destination IP addresses that are more frequently targeted.

2. The scan information can be used to filter data. More specifically, given a large amount of network traffic, any scan can be extracted and stored to a different location. The result is a reduced amount of network traffic for a security analyst to process for other forms of malicious behavior.
2005 Accomplishments

This scan detection system has been deployed at a large client site and has been detecting TCP scans for several months, recording the results to an Oracle database. Additionally, both a command line interface and a web portal have been designed to allow analysts easy access to the database, without requiring SQL knowledge. The command line provides analysts with the ability to see scans meeting particular characteristics and to drill down into the details of particular scans. The web portal provides analysts with the ability to view graphs that indicate trending information. An example screen shot from the web portal is provided in Figure 1.
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It is well recognized in industry that requirements engineering is critical to the success of any major development project. Several authoritative studies have shown that requirements engineering defects cost 10 to 200 times as much to correct once fielded than if they were detected during requirements development. Other studies have shown that reworking requirements, design, and code defects on most software development projects costs 40 to 50 percent of total project effort, and the percentage of defects originating during requirements engineering is estimated at more than 50 percent. The total percentage of project budget due to requirements defects is 25 to 40 percent.

A recent study found that the return on investment when security analysis and secure engineering practices are introduced early in the development cycle ranges from 12 to 21 percent, with the highest rate of return occurring when the analysis is performed during application design. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reports that software that is faulty in security and reliability costs the economy $59.5 billion annually in breakdowns and repairs [1]. The costs of poor security requirements show that even a small improvement in this area would provide a high value. By the time that an application is fielded and in its operational environment, it is very difficult and expensive to significantly improve its security.

Requirements problems are among the top causes of why projects
• are significantly over budget
• are significantly past schedule
• have significantly reduced scope
• deliver poor-quality applications
• are not significantly used once delivered
• are cancelled

Security requirements are often identified during the system life cycle. However, the requirements tend to be general mechanisms such as password protection, firewalls, virus detection tools, and the like. Often the security requirements are developed independently of the rest of the requirements engineering activity, and hence are not integrated into the mainstream of the requirements activities. As a result, security requirements that are specific to the system and that provide for protection of essential services and assets are often neglected.
In reviewing requirements documents, we typically find that security requirements, when they exist, are in a section by themselves and have been copied from a generic set of security requirements. The requirements elicitation and analysis that is needed to get a better set of security requirements seldom takes place.

Much requirements engineering research and practice has addressed the capabilities that the system will provide. So a lot of attention is given to the functionality of the system, from the user’s perspective, but little attention is given to what the system should not do. In one discussion on requirements prioritization for a specific large system, ease of use was assigned a higher priority than security requirements. Security requirements were in the lower half of the prioritized requirements. This occurred in part because the only security requirements that were considered had to do with access control.

The Software Engineering Institute’s Networked Systems Survivability (NSS) Program at Carnegie Mellon University has developed a methodology to help organizations build security into the early stages of the production life cycle. The Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) methodology consists of nine steps that generate a final deliverable of categorized and prioritized security requirements. Although the SQUARE methodology could likely be generalized to any large-scale design project, it was designed for use with information technology systems.

The SQUARE process involves the interaction of a team of requirements engineers and the stakeholders of an IT project. It begins with the requirements engineering team and project stakeholders agreeing on technical definitions that serve as a baseline for all future communication. Next, business and security goals are outlined. Third, artifacts and documentation are created, which are necessary for a full understanding of the relevant system. A structured risk assessment determines the likelihood and impact of possible threats to the system.

Following this work, the requirements engineering team determines the best method for eliciting initial security requirements from stakeholders, which is dependent on several factors, including the stakeholders involved, the expertise of the requirements engineering team, and the size and complexity of the project. Once a method has been established, the participants rely on artifacts and risk assessment results to elicit an initial set of security requirements. Two subsequent stages are spent categorizing and prioritizing these requirements for manage-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agree on definitions</td>
<td>Candidate definitions from IEEE and other standards</td>
<td>Structured interviews, focus group</td>
<td>Stakeholders, requirements team</td>
<td>Agreed-to definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify security goals</td>
<td>Definitions, candidate goals, business drivers, policies and procedures, examples</td>
<td>Facilitated work session, surveys, interviews</td>
<td>Stakeholders, requirements engineer</td>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Develop artifacts to support security requirements definition</td>
<td>Potential artifacts (e.g., scenarios, misuse cases, templates, forms)</td>
<td>Work session</td>
<td>Requirements engineer</td>
<td>Needed artifacts: scenarios, misuse cases, models, templates, forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Perform risk assessment</td>
<td>Misuse cases, scenarios, security goals</td>
<td>Risk assessment method, analysis of anticipated risk against organizational risk tolerance, including threat analysis</td>
<td>Requirements engineer, risk expert, stakeholders</td>
<td>Risk assessment results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Select elicitation techniques</td>
<td>Goals, definitions, candidate techniques, expertise of stakeholders, organizational style, culture, level of security needed, cost benefit analysis, etc.</td>
<td>Work session</td>
<td>Requirements engineer</td>
<td>Selected elicitation techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Elicit security requirements</td>
<td>Artifacts, risk assessment results, selected techniques</td>
<td>Joint Application Development (JAD), interviews, surveys, model-based analysis, checklists, lists of reusable requirements types, document reviews</td>
<td>Stakeholders facilitated by requirements engineer</td>
<td>Initial cut at security requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Categorize requirements as to level (system, software, etc.) and whether they are requirements or other kinds of constraints</td>
<td>Initial requirements, architecture</td>
<td>Work session using a standard set of categories</td>
<td>Requirements engineer, other specialists as needed</td>
<td>Categorized requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Prioritize requirements</td>
<td>Categorized requirements and risk assessment results</td>
<td>Prioritization methods such as Triage, Win-Win, etc.</td>
<td>Stakeholders facilitated by requirements engineer</td>
<td>Prioritized requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Requirements inspection</td>
<td>Prioritized requirements, candidate formal inspection technique</td>
<td>Inspection method such as Fagan, peer reviews, etc.</td>
<td>Inspection team</td>
<td>Initial selected requirements, documentation of decision-making process and rationale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Security requirements elicitation and analysis process
SQUARE is a work in progress. Several case studies with real-world clients have shown that the methodology holds good promise for incorporation into industry practice. The SQUARE process has been enhanced and refined throughout the case studies. The current working model is summarized in Table 1. NSS is currently continuing research and application of the process and is working in parallel to create a CASE tool to support each stage of the methodology.

**Expected Benefits**

When SQUARE is applied, the user should expect to have identified and documented relevant security requirements for the system or software that is being developed. SQUARE may be more suited to a system under development or one undergoing major modification than one that has already been fielded, although it has been used both ways.

**2005 Accomplishments**

A workshop on Software Engineering for Secure Systems (SESS05) was held in conjunction with the International Conference on Software Engineering on May 15-16, 2005. The SQUARE method was presented at the workshop [4]. SQUARE is also described in the requirements engineering section of the Build Security In web site [5], and applied in a series of client case studies. Carnegie Mellon University graduate students worked on this project during the summer and fall of 2005. Some previous case study results were published [6] and a definitive technical report on SQUARE was produced [7]. In conjunction with Cylab, the prototype tool is being enhanced to be more modular and to have a more appealing user interface.

The methodology is most effective and accurate when conducted with a team of requirements engineers with security expertise and the stakeholders of the project. The requirements engineering team can be thought of as external consultants, though often the team is composed of one or more internal developers of the project. The effectiveness of SQUARE in eliciting requirements is dependent on representation from the project’s stakeholders. Thus, the requirements engineering team must emphasize the importance of establishing a representative set of stakeholders to participate in the methodology.

SQUARE can be decomposed into nine discrete steps, which are outlined in Table 1. Each step identifies the necessary inputs, major participants, suggested
techniques, and final output. Generally, the output of each step serves as the sequential input to the following steps, though some steps may be performed in parallel. For instance, it might be more efficient for the requirements engineering team to perform Step 2 (Identify Security Goals) and Step 3 (Develop Artifacts) simultaneously, since to some extent they are independent activities. The output of both steps, however, is required for Step 4 (Perform Risk Assessment). In principle, Steps 1-4 are actually activities that precede security requirements engineering but are necessary to ensure that it is successful.

The team plans to refine and continue to pilot requirements elicitation and analysis methods for security properties. Prototype tools development will continue in conjunction with the process application for leading-edge clients. SQUARE will also be proposed for software and security-related international standards. A book chapter on SQUARE is in progress.

2006 Plans
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In response to the growing needs of its customers, CERT has established an internal software development laboratory. The mission of the laboratory is the creation of theory-based prototype automation that provides operational solutions to challenge problems in security engineering. Challenge problems are long-standing barriers to progress that have been identified by DoD and other organizations, whose solutions can have substantial impact on engineering capabilities. The laboratory applies sound theoretical foundations to create automated engineering tools that practitioners can apply to challenge problems of system security and dependability. The focus of STAR*Lab is not on studies and reports that may leave implementation speculative and undone, but rather on applied technology expressed through concrete instantiation in working tools. The laboratory is dedicated to helping CERT customers achieve three objectives:

**Faster development:** Solutions must replace time- and resource-intensive operations with engineering automation that permits faster system development.

**Improved quality:** Solutions must substitute foundations-based automation for fallible human processes to improve system security and dependability.

**Fewer resources:** Solutions must increase the span of intellectual control through automation to support effective use of resources in developing secure systems.

The laboratory operates according to three principles in developing engineering solutions:

**The foundations-first principle.** Solid theoretical foundations are necessary to ensure completeness and correctness in automated engineering solutions and confidence in the results they produce. All projects will start with sound foundations to avoid ad hoc solutions with limited applicability.

**The proof-by-automation principle.** Automation is essential to replace fallible and resource-intensive human operations with solutions that permit full intellectual control. All projects will demonstrate solutions through automated engineering tools.

**The practical application principle.** Automation must transform challenge problems into practical engineering operations that scale up for routine use by practitioners. All projects will scale up engineering solutions for practical application.
STAR*Lab projects are managed within a gated review structure designed to maintain visibility, reduce risk, and ensure effective use of resources on behalf of sponsors. Projects must satisfy the requirements of each gate in order to receive funding to progress to the next gate:

**Gate 1: Challenge problem definition.** Each project must address a well-defined barrier to progress through a comprehensive project plan that defines tasks, schedules, and resources.

**Gate 2: Theoretical feasibility.** Each project must identify theoretical foundations for a challenge problem solution, to avoid ad hoc approaches of limited value for achieving comprehensive and confident application.

**Gate 3: Proof-of-concept automation.** Each project must develop prototype automation that demonstrates application of the theoretical foundations to address the challenge problem.

**Gate 4: Scale-up for application.** Each project must evolve the prototype automation to scale up engineering capabilities for routine and widespread application.

STAR*Lab currently has two projects underway, which are described in the sections below:

**Function Extraction for Malicious Code**
This multiyear, customer-sponsored project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is proceeding to Gate 3.

**Computational Security Attributes**
This SEI-sponsored 2006 R&D project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 1 and is proceeding to Gate 2.
In addition to these ongoing projects, STAR*Lab stands ready to undertake any challenge problem projects to meet the needs of CERT sponsors and collaborators.

The following challenge problem areas are of interest because they can take advantage of technologies being developed in the Function Extraction project. They are described as potential STAR*Lab projects in the sections below.

**Automated Structuring for Understanding Legacy Systems**
This potential project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 3 and is ready to proceed to Gate 4.

**Automated Correctness Verification for Developing Reliable Software**
This potential project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is ready to proceed to Gate 3.

**Automated Component Composition for Developing Reliable Systems**
This potential project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 1 and is ready to proceed to Gate 2.

**Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) Engineering for Developing Network Systems**
This potential project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is ready to proceed to Gate 3.
As the volatility of malicious code on the Internet increases, fast and reliable understanding of what the code is doing becomes critical for developing timely countermeasures. But malicious code analysis today requires laborious code reading by security experts that can take days of effort, delaying an effective response.

How can this analysis be made faster and more reliable? Because malicious code employs increasingly sophisticated intrusion strategies, analysts must understand all possible behaviors of the code in order to develop effective responses. While modern software engineering tools such as model checkers and testing and analysis tools provide useful information for specific cases of behavior, what is needed is an “all cases of behavior” view of what malicious code does. To help address this need, CERT is conducting research and development on the emerging technology of function extraction (FX).

FX technology applies function-theoretic foundations of software to automate calculation of the behavior of malicious code to the maximum extent possible. Computing the behavior of code requires deriving its net functional effect, that is, how it transforms inputs into outputs in all circumstances of use. That information can be presented to analysts in behavior catalogs that define all the possible effects a program can have, essentially, the “all cases of behavior” view. The ultimate objective is to move from an uncertain understanding of malicious code derived in human time scale (days) to a precise understanding computed in machine time scale (seconds).

CERT has initiated a project to develop the Function Extraction for Malicious Code (FX/MC) system. The goal of FX/MC is to analyze the behavior of malicious code expressed in Intel assembly language, to help security analysts to quickly determine intruder objectives and strategies.

The function-theoretic model of software treats programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations, that is, mappings from domains (inputs, stimuli) to ranges (outputs, responses), no matter what subject matter they deal with [1, 2]. The key to the function-theoretic approach is the recognition that, while programs can contain an intractable number of execution paths, they are at the same time composed of a finite number of control structures, each of which implements a mathematical function or relation in the transformation of its inputs into outputs. In particular, the sequential logic of programs can be composed of single-entry,
single-exit composition, alternation, and iteration control structures, plus variants and extensions. This finite property of program logic viewed through the lens of function theory opens the possibility of automated calculation of program behavior. Every control structure in a program has a non-procedural behavior signature that defines its input-to-output transition function. Each behavior signature can be extracted and composed with others in a stepwise process that traverses the control structure hierarchy. The overall behavior signature of a program represents the specification that it implements. These concepts are a key element of function extraction technology [3]. Automated computation of software behavior is a difficult problem that requires innovative approaches. For example, while no comprehensive mathematical theory for loop behavior computation can exist, engineering solutions are feasible and under development.

**Expected Benefits**

FX/MC is expected to help analysts to quickly determine intruder strategies by providing precise information on the structure and function of malicious code. Successive versions of the system will provide increasing capabilities for malicious code analysis.

Beyond the application of FX to malicious code analysis, it is a formidable task to achieve security goals for systems without knowing what their programs do in all circumstances of use. In the current state of practice, this knowledge is sporadically accumulated from specifications, designs, code, and test results. And ongoing program maintenance and evolution often limit the relevance of this hard-won knowledge. However, programs are mathematical artifacts subject to mathematical analysis. Human fallibility still exists in interpreting the analytical results, but there can be little doubt that routine availability of calculated behavior would substantially reduce errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious code in software and make intrusion and compromise more difficult and detectable. In addition, broader questions about security capabilities for authentication, encryption, filtering, etc., are in large part questions about the behavior of the programs that implement these functions.
An essential first step in malicious code analysis is to transform its intentionally obfuscated, spaghetti-logic control flow into readable, structured form. Based on a structure theorem, this transformation helps analysts to understand the program logic and establishes a suitable foundation for behavior calculation. The result is a function-equivalent version that is traceable to the original program and can be used for program understanding and comparison. The initial version of FX/MC that provides this capability was completed in 2005.

To explore the potential of FX technology, STAR*Lab developed a proof-of-concept prototype that calculates the behavior of programs written in a small subset of Java and presents it to users in the form of behavior catalogs. A rigorous experiment was conducted to compare traditional methods of program reading and inspection with FX-based methods. Experienced programmers were divided into a control group using traditional techniques and an experimental group using the FX prototype. Each group answered questions dealing with comprehension and verification of three Java programs. Results showed that the experimental group was about four times better at providing correct answers to the comprehension and verification questions and required about one-fourth of the time to do so [4].

Function extraction technology can be applied to any programming language environment and has potential to impact many aspects of the software engineering life cycle. To better understand this impact, CERT conducted a comprehensive study to determine how FX could improve engineering operations in activities ranging from software specification and design to implementation and testing. This study produced the following recommendations for further FX development [5]:

- Prioritize development of FX automation for assembler language.
- Develop FX automation for correctness verification of software.
- Develop FX automation for high-level languages, starting with Java.
- Initiate research on FX automation for computing security attributes.
FX/MC development will continue in 2006, and additional sponsors are welcome
to participate in moving the technology forward. While the target of interest is
malicious code, the system will in fact process any software written in assembly
language. In addition, the technology developed for FX/MC can be applied to
function extractor development for other languages such as Java and C, as well as
to related capabilities such as automated correctness verification and component
composition.
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Security strategies must be sufficiently dynamic to keep pace with organizational and technical change. However, in the current state of practice, security properties of software systems are assessed through error-prone, labor-intensive human evaluation. The result is imprecise and a priori assertions that can be of limited value in the dynamics of system operation in threat environments where security attributes can change quickly. This CERT STAR*Lab R&D study project for automated analysis of security takes a fundamentally different approach, focusing on the question “What can be computed with respect to security attributes?” to develop theory-based foundations for defining and computing attribute values with mathematical precision [1].

The ultimate goal of this work is to provide foundations to help transform security engineering into a theory-based computational discipline. Achieving this goal will require development of mathematical foundations and corresponding automation to permit both rigorous evaluation and improvement of the security attributes of software during development and real-time evaluation of security performance during operation.

The problem of determining the security properties of programs comes down in large measure to the question of how they behave when invoked with stimuli intended to cause harmful outcomes. Thus, the first step in security analysis is to understand program behavior at a level of completeness and correctness that is generally impractical with current technology. The emergence of the CERT STAR*Lab’s new Function Extraction (FX) technology, unavailable to previous researchers, provides the basis for this critical first step by supporting the derivation of the functional behavior of programs as a starting point for the security analysis process. The foundations of FX treat programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations that can be computed from program logic. These foundations can be generalized to accommodate what are often termed “non-functional” properties, in this case security properties, but which in reality exhibit functional characteristics amenable to computational approaches.

A high-level description of automated evaluation of software security attributes consists of three major steps:

1. Specify security attributes in terms of their required functional behavior for the operational environment of the software being analyzed.
2. Apply FX technology to the software being analyzed to compute a behavior catalog that specifies its as-built functional behavior.
3. Perform computational analysis to verify that the extracted behavior of the software is correct with respect to the required security attribute behavior.
There are several advantages of this approach:

• A rigorous method is used to specify security attributes in terms of the actual behavior of code during execution and to verify that the automated processes are correct with respect to security attributes.

• The specified security behaviors provide requirements for a security architecture.

• Traceability capabilities can be defined and verified outside of the automated processes.

• Vulnerabilities can be well understood, making it easier to address evolution of code, environment, use, and users.

• The use of constraints provides a mechanism for explicitly defining all assumptions.

Computational security attribute technology can address specifying security attributes of software systems before they are built, specifying and evaluating the security attributes of acquired software, verification of the as-built security attributes of software systems, and real-time evaluation of security attributes during system operation.

While the mathematics of functions provides a solid point of departure for computational security analysis, much work remains to define mathematical approaches and engineering practices and to specify tools to support automated analysis of particular security properties. The SEI awarded funding to carry out this foundational work as an internal FY2006 R&D project.

The CSA study will be completed and documented in an SEI technical report. Interested organizations are invited to provide sponsorship to expand the scope and application of this work.
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**Problem Addressed**
The difficulty of maintaining and understanding legacy systems is often compounded by the unstructured nature of the code. However, a structured program can be correctly understood as a composition of parts, each of which may be understood on its own. Legacy systems, compiled and optimized code, and intentionally obfuscated code often lack such structure, making it extremely difficult to understand their true control flow and functionality. The complexity of unstructured code grows exponentially as the size of the program increases because it is possible for the control logic to jump from anywhere to anywhere. The understanding of what a portion of code does can be derailed by the discovery that another part of the system “jumps in” to the middle of the code just analyzed. Computed jumps and self-modifying code further compound the problem faced by analysts.

**Research Approach**
The structure theorem guarantees that any program can be automatically transformed into an equivalent structured form, and the constructive proof of the theorem defines an algorithmic approach for doing so. The resulting structured program is expressed in terms of a small number of control flow constructs (such as if-then-else, while-do, and sequences of instructions) which are composed in a disciplined manner [1]. The purpose of this project is to create a tool for generating a properly structured program from an arbitrarily structured input program for improved understanding and analysis.

**Expected Benefits**
Automated structuring of complex, spaghetti-logic code increases the speed and precision of human understanding for improved maintenance and evolution of software, as well as for analyzing security and other properties. It is particularly useful for understanding legacy code, where modifications and patches have obscured the original logic, and for assessing new but unfamiliar code.
2005 Accomplishments

CERT has developed the first version of a structuring engine for spaghetti-logic Intel assembly language executables as part of FX/MC system development. In this process, the input is disassembled, a de-obfuscation phase detects computed jumps and transforms them into case statements using automated program comprehension techniques, and the result is transformed into a structured program using only while-do, if-then-else, and sequences of instructions. This output program is function-equivalent to the input program, and is tagged with addresses for tracing to the original code.

2006 Plans

The assembly language structuring engine is embedded within the FX/MC system, and could be converted to a stand-alone system. In addition, the structuring algorithms can be applied to development of structuring engines for other languages such as Java and C. Sponsors are welcome to participate in this work.
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Software containing errors and vulnerabilities cannot be trustworthy or secure. Yet most software is developed and delivered with incorrect and even unknown (and thus unspecified and untestable) behavior. In the current state of practice in software engineering, no practical means exists for automation support of large-scale correctness verification of software with respect to intended behavior. As a result, much time and energy is devoted to inspection and testing activities that can provide only limited evidence of correctness. Other engineering disciplines, for example, integrated circuit design, exhibit no reluctance to use substantial computational systems to verify the correctness of engineering artifacts. Achieving security and trustworthiness in software systems will require a similar level of computational support in their development.

The objective is to develop an operational prototype of a Function Verification (FV) system that will determine the correctness of programs expressed in a subset of the Java language. The system will employ the mathematics-based foundations of Function Extraction (FX) to achieve completeness and correctness of results, but the user will not be exposed to, or required to know, these foundations. The system will provide a proof of concept for functional verification technology in addressing the security and trustworthiness of software systems, and a foundation for elaboration into industrial-strength verification systems. In addition, the system will provide a standard, machine-processable form for representing intended behavior. Users will be able to code programs in the Java subset to satisfy intended behavior, and execute the FV system to check correctness.

Function Extraction and Function Verification are closely related. Functional correctness verification requires computing the as-built functional behaviors of program structures, just as in the Function Extraction process, and then comparing those behaviors to intended behaviors for equivalence or not. The function-theoretic model of software treats programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations, that is, mappings from domains (inputs, stimuli) to ranges (outputs, responses), no matter what subject matter they may deal with. While programs can contain an intractable number of execution paths, they are at the same time composed of a finite number of control structures, each of which implements a mathematical function or relation in the transformation of its inputs into outputs.
A Correctness Theorem defines the mapping of these control structures into functional form for verification purposes, as shown in Table 1 [1, 2], where P represents the control structure, f represents the intended function, g and h represent subfunctions, p represents a predicate, square brackets represent the function of the enclosed program, “|” represents the “or” operator, “o” represents the composition operator, and “I” is the identity function. The table defines the function equations in terms of composition, case analysis, and for the whledo, composition and case analysis in a recursive equation based on the equivalence of an iteration control structure and an ifthen control structure. These equations lie at the heart of the algorithms that will be implemented in the Function Verification prototype.
This project can provide substantial benefits to STAR*Lab customers and collaborators who must deal with software failures in enterprise operations. It is difficult to achieve trustworthiness and security goals for systems without knowing whether they are correct with respect to intended behavior. Routine availability of functional verification will substantially reduce errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious code in software. FV technology can replace much of the labor-intensive and error-prone work of program inspection and testing, with corresponding reductions in resource requirements and improvements in product quality.

Theoretical foundations developed for Function Extraction in 2005 are readily applicable to correctness verification [3].

STAR*Lab is ready to initiate work on correctness verification and develop a proof-of-concept prototype for interested sponsors.
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**Problem Addressed**

Modern systems are characterized by large-scale heterogeneous networks with many components that must be correctly integrated to achieve mission objectives. It is often the case that the components are complex systems in their own right and must be dynamically integrated to provide end-to-end capabilities. System integration today is a complex, labor-intensive process that can take months or even years for large systems. Automation support for behavior analysis of component compositions could help reduce the time and effort required to achieve operational capabilities.

**Research Approach**

This project will define the extent to which component compositions can be automatically calculated. Automation support for determining composite behavior of components architected into systems could enable fast and reliable understanding and development. Such a capability is crucial for achieving confidence in distributed, component-based architectures and for creating just-in-time systems of systems. Composition computation must generate mathematically correct abstractions of behavior at any level and help scale up the reliable unit of construction for systems [1]. Because behavior calculation is essentially a compositional task, Function Extraction is the key underlying technology for component composition. Abstracted behavior of programs and components can be organized into behavior catalogs: repositories of as-built program behavior expressed in sets of conditional concurrent assignments and indexed according to the predicate expressions involved.

**Expected Benefits**

Automated derivation of the net effect of compositions can reveal combined functionality, illuminate mismatches, facilitate analysis of design alternatives, and support evaluation of COTS products. This approach can also guide rapid and reliable refactoring of components and systems in responding to new system requirements.
Research and development in the FX/MC project carried out in 2005 has direct applicability to automated composition of components.

Creating Function Extractors to compose software components would provide automation support for construction and integration of entire systems. Investigations in Function Extraction technology on the FX/MC project have provided initial foundations for component composition. Additional mathematical work in unification and reduction is in progress. A key step toward creation of an automated composition capability would be to develop a proof-of-concept prototype to demonstrate the application of FX technology in automating the composition process. Sponsors are welcome to join in this effort.

Modern society is dependent on large-scale network-centric systems whose complexity can often exceed engineering capabilities for intellectual control. The result can be frustrations and delays in development and failures and compromises in operation. Intellectual control does not mean the absence of uncertainties or failures—they are inevitable—but rather the capability to address them in a rigorous engineering framework.

System complexity and survivability are closely related. Complexity diminishes survivability by masking errors and vulnerabilities and hiding unforeseen paths for intrusion. The survivability of complex systems that support national infrastructures is of particular concern. The problem lies not with developers but with the lack of engineering methods to cope with system complexities. More effective engineering technology is required across the life cycle for fast and precise development and evolution of network-centric systems.

A promising path lies in the investigation of unifying mathematical foundations as a basis for engineering practices and automation support. These foundations must explicitly accommodate the realities of large-scale network systems: highly distributed heterogeneous components, shifting boundaries and users, uncertain COTS function and quality, extensive asynchronous operations, unpredictable failures and compromises, and lack of visibility and control. They must also address enterprise needs for rapid development and evolution, predictable composition of components, and system interoperability to achieve mission goals. The objective of Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) engineering is to develop unified engineering methods for network-centric system analysis, specification, design, verification, implementation, and operation. The focus of FSQ is on developing high-assurance systems, with special emphasis on complexity reduction and survivability improvement.
Initial research has identified three integrated engineering concepts that address the realities of network-centric systems:

- **Flow Structures**: User task flows and their refinements into system service uses can provide engineering foundations for analysis, specification, design, verification, and implementation of system functionality and quality attributes.

- **Computational Quality Attributes**: Quality attributes can be associated with both flows and the system services they invoke and computed as dynamic functional properties, rather than treated as static, a priori estimates of limited utility in real-time system operations.

- **Flow Management Architectures**: Flow Structures and Computational Quality Attributes support architecture frameworks that manage flows, network services, and quality attributes in execution.

**Flow Structures.** Flow Structures are compositions of system services distributed across networks that combine to carry out user tasks to accomplish enterprise missions. They employ mathematical semantics that permit them to be deterministic for human understanding and analysis, despite the underlying asynchronism of network behavior. Flow Structure engineering requires designing for unpredictable events that can impact mission survivability. In addition, Flow Structures provide a vehicle for specification and management of quality attributes such as security and reliability. Thus, the first-class concepts of flow, service, and quality are the essential and primary artifacts of Flow-Service-Quality engineering [1, 2, 3].

Network-centric systems are usefully viewed as webs of asynchronously communicating components that provide services whose functions can be combined in various patterns to satisfy enterprise mission requirements. System services include all the functional capabilities of a system, from protocols, operating systems, and middleware, to databases and applications. The sequencing of system services in user task flows can be refined into compositions of network hardware, software, and human components that provide the services. These compositions are end-to-end traces that define slices of network architectures whose net effect is to carry out operations that satisfy user requirements.
The top of the figure below depicts notional refinement of user task flows into uses of system architecture components. Flows are essentially procedures that define compositions of network service uses at levels of abstraction ranging from an enterprise mission down to its system implementation. Flows can specify integration and traversal of many systems and components, as shown in the bottom of the figure. Flows can be expressed in simple control structures including sequence, alternation, and iteration, and can be refined, abstracted, and verified with precision [4]. Flows invoke services, which can be refined into flows, etc., in a recursive process that employs identical methods at all levels of design. The functional specification of a network system is envisioned as a set of Flow Structures, where the union of the flows defines a necessary network architecture, and the functional specification of each service in the network is based on the union of all its uses in flows where it appears.

**Figure 1: FSQ Engineering**

Flow Structures can engage in extensive traversals of network nodes and services whose behavior and quality attributes cannot always be known. Services may be unreliable, compromised, or simply unavailable. These uncertainty factors are pervasive behavioral realities of large-scale, network-centric systems. Flow Structure engineering requires designers to define appropriate actions by flows for uncertainty factors they may encounter, thereby addressing system survivability and risk management issues.
**Computational Quality Attributes.** FSQ engineering treats quality attributes as ever-changing functions that must be dynamically computed, rather than as static, a priori descriptions of limited utility in system operation. Attributes must be measurable in defined metrics as computable functions. While such functions rely on what can be computed and may differ thereby from traditional methods, they permit new approaches to attribute analysis and evaluation. Attribute requirements can be associated with system component uses embedded within Flow Structures and dynamically compared with computed attribute capabilities in operation. Future work will explore attribute-specific models within this framework. The Computational Security Attributes project discussed above will extend and amplify this initial work.

**Flow Management Architectures.** Flow Structures and Computational Quality Attributes support system architectures that carry out dynamic flow and attribute management in execution. Flow Management Architectures (FMA) can provide design and implementation frameworks for this purpose, as well as engineering processes for architecture development. An open family of such frameworks can be defined for architecture development both in the small and in the large. Future work will investigate FMA templates of system topologies and functional capabilities for managing flows and their quality attributes.

The mathematical semantics of FSQ are defined to support development and verification of flow structures for the uncertain environments of large-scale network systems as a standard engineering practice. For example, flow specification requires definition of appropriate actions by a flow for all possible responses of key services, both desired and undesired. Thus, if the behavior of an invoked service changes for any reason, the specification and verification of the invoking flow need not change. This approach accommodates the realities of today’s network systems and offers important advantages. It requires for mission survivability that the uncertainty factors be dealt with explicitly in specification, design, and dynamic execution, thereby addressing important aspects of enterprise risk management. It permits flows and reasoning about them to be localized yet complete. And it permits flow structures to be defined by simple deterministic structures despite the underlying asynchronous behavior of their constituent services. These deterministic structures can be refined, abstracted, and verified using straightforward compositional methods for human understanding and analysis.
| Expected Benefits | FSQ foundations prescribe engineering practices and tools for intellectual control and survivability engineering in network-centric system analysis and development. In particular, the deterministic nature of flow structures facilitates human understanding despite the underlying asynchronous behavior of network systems. Computational Quality Attributes permit automated reactions to dynamically changing quality values in system execution. And Flow Management Architectures provide systematic frameworks for managing flows and quality attributes in operation. |
| 2005 Accomplishments | Research was carried out to relate FSQ engineering to web service and service-oriented architectures. |
| 2006 Plans | STAR*Lab is interested in continued development and application of FSQ engineering methods, particularly for large-scale network systems. A partnership of interested organizations can be established to create a proof-of-concept prototype tool and associated engineering practices, with immediate application to network system development. Additional sponsorship of this project is welcome. |
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/publications/documents/02.reports/02tn019.html.  
Problem Addressed

Information technology decision-makers face daunting challenges to provide and maintain inter-networked systems that ensure organizational mission success despite sophisticated computer network attacks. Exacerbating this situation, the extremely dynamic threat environment for Internet-based systems requires regular re-evaluation of organizational operations and systems in light of changes in attacker activity or, simply, an improved understanding of threats. Unfortunately, current technology provides little help in determining how attacks affect the survival of what is important to an organization and maintaining a survivability strategy as the threat environment evolves. This project develops methods and tools that help model and analyze an organization's threat dynamics and that improve the organization's security, survivability, and resiliency in light of those dynamics. We define threat dynamics as the study of the impact of an organization's threat environment on the ability of the organization to achieve its mission objectives.

Our focus in 2005 has been to use the threat dynamics framework to study the insider threat. Evidence from a comprehensive study of insider threats indicates that managers, at times, make decisions that are intended to enhance organizational performance and productivity but that have the unintended consequence of magnifying the likelihood of insider cyber attack and the organization's exposure to it [2,3]. In addition, the ultimate effect of business policy decisions on insider threat risks over time are often complex and sometimes counterintuitive, with short-term effects very different from long-term effects. The potential cascading effects and long-term consequences of personnel, policy, and technology decisions on the organizational culture and security posture are not always immediately evident.

Individuals across CERT are involved with this project, including Dawn Cappelli, Timothy Shimeall, and Bradford Willke.
Methods to deal with the insider threat problem need to capture and analyze the complex interactions between behavioural, technical, policy, and cultural issues over time, so that an integrated risk management approach can be developed. We believe that threat dynamics provides a foundation for developing methods and tools that will help decision-makers understand, characterize, and communicate the potential risk due to insider attacks on organizational and system operations and their respective missions. Simulation of the threat dynamics model enables analysis of alternative strategic responses to counter insider threats so that strong and justifiable defenses can be identified and mounted.

This effort uses the threat dynamics modeling approach and commercial tools to

- develop empirically validated models of the insider threat problem based on insider threat data collaboratively collected by the U.S. Secret Service and CERT
- support simulation of the models with the purpose of enabling organizations to identify alternative combinations of insider threat countermeasures and analyze and compare their effectiveness
- use these same tools to develop a training or decision analysis environment (which we call the management simulator) based on the threat dynamics models

The management simulator will provide a protected, interactive environment for hands-on analysis of the effects of policy and technical decisions and countermeasures on malicious insider activity. The tool will provide an effective means to communicate insider threat risks and tradeoffs and will be useful for both technical and non-technical personnel, from system administrators to corporate CEOs.

The ultimate effect of business, policy, and technical decisions on insider threat risks is complex and often counterintuitive and can result in significant losses and operational impacts due to insider cyber attack. This work will develop, demonstrate, and validate technology that will help decision-makers better understand insider threat risks and the effects of decisions on the promotion or mitigation of those risks. The technology will empower organizations to develop comprehensive, efficient, and justifiable defenses against insider threats along with the organizational understanding and support needed to maintain a strong security posture over time. Broad application of tools developed will enable organizations across the United States and abroad to significantly reduce their risk and losses due to insider attacks. The capability that will result from this work promotes the security, survivability, and resiliency of all government, military, and commercial critical
systems. The ultimate beneficiaries will be organizational stakeholders and, where the U.S. critical infrastructures are better protected, the general public as a whole.

Members of the Security Dynamics Network participated in two workshops hosted by CERT and CyLab in February 2004 and November 2004 [1, 4]. We developed a preliminary system dynamics model based on six insider threat cases in the public domain. These cases ranged broadly in terms of technical sophistication and the motivation of the attacker. Motivations ranged from greed to revenge, with a mix of motivations exhibited in most cases.

The first workshop resulted in a preliminary system dynamics model and the expression of the dynamic trigger hypothesis—that there are dynamic mechanisms operating within organizations that spur insider attacks to occur over time. The dynamic trigger hypothesis has three components, as described in text and depicted in Figure 1:

- **Detection Trap (R1):** Gaps in detection capability suppress detection of ongoing violations and precursor events. The lack of detection can be misinterpreted as an absence of attack threats, thereby suppressing desired investments in security measures (such as detection capability).
- **Trust Trap (R2):** Over time, excessive management trust can erode an organization’s compromise detection capability, leading to fewer detected precursor

---

**2005 Accomplishments**

- **Detection Trap (R1):** Gaps in detection capability suppress detection of ongoing violations and precursor events. The lack of detection can be misinterpreted as an absence of attack threats, thereby suppressing desired investments in security measures (such as detection capability).
- **Trust Trap (R2):** Over time, excessive management trust can erode an organization’s compromise detection capability, leading to fewer detected precursor
events and increased violations of best practices. In turn, fewer detected events can reinforce the (perhaps erroneous) conclusion that compromise detection is not needed.

- Unobserved Emboldening (R3): Left undetected, precursor events reduce an insider’s perception of risk. In turn, reduced perceptions of risk lead to additional precursor events. This reinforcing cycle of emboldening can remain unobserved by management (absent detection of precursor events—see Detection Trap and Trust Trap).

The second workshop and subsequent work refined the preliminary model based on a fictional organization case description. The case description abstracted long-term fraud cases investigated in the Insider Threat Study into a compelling and concrete basis for the modeling effort.

**2006 Plans**

We plan to extend and refine the system dynamics model of insider threat to apply to insider sabotage based on findings from the Insider Threat Study [2]. We plan to use the model as a basis for gaining further insights into practical tradeoffs of insider threat risks, mitigations, and organizational performance. Finally, we expect to develop an interactive learning environment for transitioning lessons about insider threat to individuals in both government and industry.

**References**


Analysis of network traffic to identify malicious or anomalous activity is challenging because traffic volume metrics are not well behaved (do not follow a “normal” or Poisson statistical distribution) [1, 2]. Therefore, methods of efficiently identifying and removing known background activity (vertical scanning, ephemeral port activity, etc.) are needed to concentrate analysts on the remaining traffic of potential interest.

This project has focused on methods for detecting the onset of anomalous port-specific activity by recognizing deviations from correlated activity. We have discovered that background activity in the form of vertical scanning often leads to temporal correlations between different ports. Correlation coefficients between time series on different ports, for the number of flows per hour on each port, are frequently >0.99.

Because of this relationship between activity on different ports, the median time series of a group of related ports can be used to filter out the (highly variable) background noise prior to identifying traffic anomalies unique to a specific port. This background-subtracted time series enhances the ability to detect the onset of scanning for new vulnerabilities and other traffic of interest.

Since correlation is a measure that is highly sensitive to outliers, we exclude extreme observations prior to calculating correlations. To this end, we calculate a robust correlation measure using a minimum volume ellipsoid approach [3] and cluster ports that share similar patterns of activity. Due to the highly variable nature of the background traffic, this method is likely to result in a lower false positive rate than we would expect in a paradigm in which all ports are evaluated individually.
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Vendor Risk Assessment and Threat Evaluation (V-RATE) for Improved Security of COTS-Based Systems

Principal Investigator: Howard Lipson

Using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components to build large, complex systems has become the standard way that systems are designed and implemented by government and industry. These components are being integrated into mission-critical systems where successful cyber attacks (or other causes of system failure) can lead to severe consequences. Yet with little access to the components’ source code or development processes, it is difficult to evaluate the security and survivability attributes of these components or their contribution to the attributes of the composite system. The V-RATE project is developing methods for assessing vendor capabilities as a strong indicator of product quality.

Based on a taxonomy covering vendor-related risks and the acquiring organization’s risk management skills, the V-RATE method provides criteria to help decide when and how COTS products can be used to build survivable systems and to assess and mitigate the risks of COTS usage. Factors that influence this decision include not only attributes of the COTS products themselves but also attributes of the system’s mission, the vendor, the vendor’s development life cycle processes, and the acquiring organization’s risk management skills in dealing with vendors. The output of an assessment based on the V-RATE taxonomy is a vendor-risk profile for the system being evaluated. We envision a large and growing collection of vendor-risk profiles tied to real-world performance histories, providing empirical data against which a newly generated risk profile can be compared. A vendor-risk profile can be used to assess the risk associated with the use of a product in a particular threat environment and to identify areas for additional risk-mitigation activities. Because a single numerical rating would not provide sufficient guidance for these risk mitigation activities, the vendor-risk profile helps the acquiring organization to identify its risks in each of the V-RATE taxonomy areas and to consider its risk tolerance with respect to each element of the taxonomy. The V-RATE project team is seeking opportunities for piloting the method to help organizations attain assurance and reduce risk in creating critical systems with substantial COTS involvement.
Howard Lipson of the CERT Survivable Systems Engineering team continued to serve as a source of security and survivability expertise to faculty and researchers at Carnegie Mellon’s Electricity Industry Center (CEIC), as he has since its inception. In particular, Lipson continued as co-principal investigator on a National Science Foundation sponsored collaborative research project titled “Secure and Robust IT Architectures to Improve the Survivability of the Power Grid.” This project is a joint effort of the CEIC and the Washington State University School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. Work on this project is helping to expand the role of CERT beyond traditional computer platforms into the protection of critical infrastructures.
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## Technical Leadership

| Carrie Gates            | • Program Committee Member, New Security Paradigms Workshop, Lake Arrowhead, California, September 2005  
|                        | • Program Committee Member, Symposium On Usable Privacy and Security, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 2005  
| Howard F. Lipson       | • Team leader and author, Assembly, Integration & Evolution content area of the DHS Build Security In Web site (https://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov/)  
|                        | • Member (founding), Carnegie Mellon Electricity Industry Center  
|                        | • Reviewer, International Symposium on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN)  
|                        | • Reviewer, *IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing* (TDSC)  
| Nancy Mead             | • Named IEEE Fellow for leadership in software engineering education and development and application of software engineering methods in requirements engineering and survivable systems  
|                        | • Program Committee Member, 2005, IEEE Workshop Requirements for High Assurance Systems  
|                        | • Program Committee Member, 2005, IEEE Workshop on Requirements Engineering Education & Training  
|                        | • Practitioner Track Co-Chair, 2005, IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference  
|                        | • Program Committee, 2005, Australian Workshop on Requirements Engineering  
|                        | • Editorial Board Member, 2003–present, *IEEE Security & Privacy*  
|                        | • Editorial Board Member, 2002–present, *Requirements Engineering Journal*  
|                        | • Steering Committee Member, IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference, 1998–2005  
|                        | • Steering Committee Member, IEEE Conference on Software Engineering Education & Training, 1995–2005  
| Stacy Prowell          | • Program Committee Member, 4th ACS/IEEE International Conference on Computer Systems and Applications (AICCSA-06), March 2006  
|                        | • Member, IEEE CS Technical Committee on Software Engineering (TCSE)  
| Gwendolyn H. Walton     | • Co-chair (with Alan Hevner and Richard Linger), conference track on Testing and Certification of Trustworthy Systems, 38th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS), January 2005  
|                        | • Co-chair, HICSS conference minitracks, 2003–present  
| Richard Linger         | • Co-chair (with Alan Hevner and Gwendolyn H. Walton), conference track on Testing and Certification of Trustworthy Systems, 38th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS), January 2005  
|                        | • Program Committee Member, Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS), 2002–present  
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Sven Dietrich is a member of the technical staff in the Networked Systems Survivability (NSS) Program at the SEI.

As a member of the CERT Research team, his work includes conducting research on computer security and survivable network technology. Dietrich also actively participates in the CyLab (previously Center for Computer and Communications Security—C3S), a collaboration between the SEI NSS program and several departments at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), including Electrical and Computer Engineering and Computer Science.

Prior to joining the SEI, Dietrich was a senior security architect at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. His work included intrusion detection, distributed denial of service analysis, and the security of Internet Protocol communications in space. For his contributions to the latter he was granted the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center National Resource Group Achievement Award in 2000. Previously he had served on the faculty at Adelphi University for six years, where he taught mathematics and computer science. His research interests include computer security, cryptographic protocols, and quantum cryptography, and he gives presentations and talks on these subjects.

Dietrich holds a Doctor of Arts in Mathematics, an MS in Mathematics, and a BS in Computer Science and Mathematics from Adelphi University in Garden City, New York. He belongs to the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Technical Committee for Security and Privacy, and the National Mathematics Honor Society Pi Mu Epsilon.

Robert J. Ellison is a senior member of the technical staff in the NSS Program at the SEI. Ellison was part of the Carnegie Mellon University team that wrote the proposal for the SEI and joined the new FFRDC in 1985 as a founding member. While at the SEI he has served in both technical and management roles.

Before coming to CMU, Ellison taught mathematics at Brown University, Williams College, and Hamilton College. At Hamilton College, he directed the creation of the Computer Science curriculum. He joined the Carnegie Mellon Computer Science Department in 1981, where his research supported the Gandalf project, a prototype software development environment.

While at the SEI Ellison has worked in a number of technical areas. He was a project leader for evaluating software engineering development environments and associated software development tools. He was a member of the group that created the Quality Attribute Workshop, which is an elicitation technique for quality attribute requirements. He regularly participates in the evaluation of software architectures and contributes from the perspective of security and reliability measures. As a member of the NSS Program, he contributed to the development of the Survivable Systems Analysis Method and has been a team member for all applica-
Carrie Gates is a Member of the Technical Staff in the Networked Systems Survivability (NSS) Program at the SEI. As a member of the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group, Gates performs research on the detection of malicious activity given highly aggregated network data for ISP-level networks. She has developed a scan detection algorithm that uses very limited network information to detect scans, an algorithm that has been deployed on a large network and is in operational use. Her current interests in the area of scan detection are focused on the detection of stealthy scans, such as those that scan only hosts that are known to exist or that scan particularly slowly. Her other interests focus on how the connection information for a network can be used to recognize that an internal host has been compromised, based on observing changes in the communication patterns it exhibits.

Prior to joining CERT, Gates was a Systems Manager for the Faculty of Computer Science at Dalhousie University, Canada. In this role she was responsible for the security of the computer systems and has a practical background in network and systems security, computer forensics, and intrusion detection, as well as experience in working with law enforcement officials.

Gates is expecting to receive her PhD from Dalhousie University in May 2006. She has an MS in Computing Science, specializing in Neural Networks, and a BS in Computing Science, both from Dalhousie University. She belongs to the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Technical Committee for Security and Privacy, and Usenix.
Richard C. Linger is the manager of the Survivable Systems Engineering group and a senior member of the technical staff in the NSS Program at the SEI. Linger directs research in Flow-Service-Quality engineering for network-centric system survivability, Function Extraction technology for automated computation of program behavior, and Next-Generation Software Engineering for ultra-large-scale system development. He also serves as a member of the faculty at the CMU Heinz School of Public Policy and Management and lectures at the School of Computer Science.

At IBM, Linger partnered with Dr. Harlan Mills to create Cleanroom Software Engineering technology for development of ultra-reliable software systems, including box-structure specification, function-theoretic design and correctness verification, and statistical usage-based testing for software certification. He pioneered use of Cleanroom technology for product development, achieving zero-defect performance with improved productivity, and founded and managed the IBM Cleanroom Software Technology Center. Linger has extensive experience in project management; system specification, architecture, design, verification, and certification; software re-engineering and reverse engineering; and process improvement, technology transfer, and education. He has published three software engineering textbooks, twelve book chapters, and over 60 papers and journal articles. Linger is a member of the IEEE and the ACM.

Howard F. Lipson is a senior member of the technical staff in the CERT Program at the SEI. Lipson has been a computer security researcher at CERT for more than thirteen years. He is also an adjunct professor in Carnegie Mellon University’s Department of Engineering and Public Policy. He has played a major role in extending security research at the SEI and Carnegie Mellon into the new realm of survivability, developing many of the foundational concepts and definitions and making key contributions to the creation of new survivability methodologies. Lipson has been a chair of three IEEE Information Survivability Workshops. His research interests include the foundational concepts of survivability, the analysis and design of survivable systems and architectures, survivable systems simulation, critical infrastructure protection (specifically the electric power grid), and the technical and public policy aspects of Internet traceability and anonymity. He is co-principal investigator on a National Science Foundation award to investigate “Secure and Robust IT Architectures to Improve the Survivability of the Power Grid.”

Lipson’s early research at Carnegie Mellon included detailed workflow analyses of the incident response and vulnerability handling activities at the CERT/CC. He later designed and developed tools to automate and improve key aspects of
Thomas Longstaff is the Deputy Director for Technology in the Networked Systems Survivability (NSS) Program at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). Longstaff has spent the past 2 years managing and initiating many of the CERT/CC’s projects and initiatives such as the CERT Analysis Center, CERT Research Center, many survivability projects, and most recently Network Situational Awareness. His current scope of work includes evaluating technology across the entire NSS program to assure continued quality and innovation of all the work at CERT.

Prior to coming to the Software Engineering Institute, Longstaff was the technical director at the Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, California. Longstaff obtained his MS in 1986 and PhD from the University of California, Davis in 1992 in software environments, and his BA from Boston University in 1983 in Physics and Mathematics.

Longstaff’s research interests include network situational awareness, netflow analysis, insider threat, network traceback, and cyber/physical vulnerabilities.
Nancy R. Mead is a senior member of the technical staff in the Networked Systems Survivability Program at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). The CERT Coordination Center is a part of this program. Mead is also a faculty member in the Master of Software Engineering and Master of Information Systems Management programs at Carnegie Mellon University. She is currently involved in the study of secure systems engineering and the development of professional infrastructure for software engineers. She also served as director of education for the SEI from 1991 to 1994. Her research interests are in the areas of information security, software requirements engineering, and software architectures.

Prior to joining the SEI, Mead was a senior technical staff member at IBM Federal Systems, where she spent most of her career in the development and management of large real-time systems. She also worked in IBM’s software engineering technology area and managed IBM Federal Systems’ software engineering education department. She has developed and taught numerous courses on software engineering topics, both at universities and in professional education courses.

Mead has more than 100 publications and invited presentations and has a biographical citation in Who’s Who in America. She is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) and the IEEE Computer Society and is a member of the ACM. Mead serves on the Editorial Boards for IEEE Security and Privacy and the Requirements Engineering Journal and is a member of numerous advisory boards and committees.

Dr. Mead received her PhD in mathematics from the Polytechnic Institute of New York and received a BA and an MS in mathematics from New York University.
Andrew Moore is a Senior Member of the Technical Staff at the CERT Research Center of Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute.

As a participant in the Network Systems Survivability Program, Mr. Moore explores ways to improve the security and survivability of unbounded systems through computer network attack and defense modeling, incident processing and analysis, and enterprise architecture engineering and analysis. Before joining the SEI in 2000, he worked for the Naval Research Laboratory investigating high assurance system development methods for the Navy. He has over fifteen years experience developing and applying mission-critical system development methods and tools, leading to the transfer of critical technology to both industry and the military. Mr. Moore received his BA in Mathematics from the College of Wooster and MA in Computer Science from Duke University.

While at the NRL, Mr. Moore served as member of the US Defense Science and Technology review (Information Technology TARA) panel on Information Assurance; the International Technical Cooperation Program, Joint Systems and Analysis Group on Safety-Critical Systems, (TTCP JSA-AG-4); and the Assurance Working Group of DARPA's Information Assurance Program. He has served as Principal Investigator on numerous projects sponsored by NSA and DARPA. He has also served on numerous computer assurance and security conference program committees and working groups. Mr. Moore has published a book chapter and a wide variety of technical journal and conference papers.

His research interests include computer and network attack modeling and analysis, adversary modeling, survivable systems engineering, formal assurance techniques, and security risk analysis.
As a member of the Survivable Systems Engineering Team, Mark G. Pleszkoch works in the area of automation of formal methods. His current project, Function Extraction for Malicious Code (FX/MC), involves the automatic derivation of the functional behavior of disassembled assembly language code. Previously, Pleszkoch worked at IBM for twenty-one years in various capacities. As a member of IBM’s Cleanroom Software Technology Center, he provided education and consultation to clients in software process, software engineering technologies, and software testing. Pleszkoch was the principal architect of the IBM Cleanroom Certification Assistant tool set for statistical testing automation.

Pleszkoch received his PhD in Computer Science from the University of Maryland at College Park and an MA and a BA in Mathematics from the University of Virginia. He has several publications in formal methods, software engineering and other topics. He served on the adjunct faculty in the Computer Science department of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, from 1986 to 1995. As an undergraduate, Pleszkoch was a Putnam fellow of the Mathematics Association of America. He is a member of the Association for Symbolic Logic.

Stacy Prowell is a senior member of the technical staff of the NSS Program at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University. He is currently working on applied research and development of the Function Extraction for Malicious Code (FX/MC) system and related technologies.

Prowell has managed both commercial and academic software development projects and consulted on the design, development, and testing of applications ranging from consumer electronics to medical scanners, from small embedded real-time systems to very large distributed applications.

Prior to joining the SEI in 2005, Prowell was a research professor at the University of Tennessee. To support wider adoption of rigorous methods in industry, Prowell started the Experimentation, Simulation, and Prototyping (ESP) project at the University of Tennessee, which develops software libraries and tools to support application of model-based testing and sequence-based specification. Software developed by this program is in use by over 30 organizations. Prior to working at the University, Prowell worked as a consultant in the software industry. Prowell's research interests include rigorous software specification methods, automated statistical testing, and function-theoretic analysis of program behavior. Prowell holds a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Tennessee and is a member of the ACM, IEEE, and Sigma Xi.
Gwendolyn H. Walton is a senior member of the technical staff in the NSS program at the SEI. As a member of the Survivable Systems Engineering Team, she is currently involved in research on theoretical foundations for computation and automated analysis of software security attributes and function extraction for malicious code.

Prior to joining the SEI, Walton held faculty positions at Florida Southern College and the University of Central Florida. She published over 30 journal and conference papers and directed the research of 2 PhD students, 15 MS students, and 4 undergraduate students. Previously Walton served as President of Software Engineering Technology Inc, Assistant Vice President, Division Manager, Project Manager, and Senior Systems Analyst for Science Applications International Corporation, Senior Data Systems Programmer for Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, and Research Associate for Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Walton received her PhD in Computer Science, MS in Mathematics, and BS in Mathematics Education from the University of Tennessee. She is a senior member of IEEE and the IEEE Computer Society, a senior member of the Society of Women Engineers, and a member of ACM.
Notes